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┌┤theic├┐ from Blanes to Klimt 
Solo show at Improper Walls gallery, Vienna, Austria 

 
Uruguayan artist THEIC presents his solo show From        
Blanes To Klimt.  
 
Juan Manuel Blanes and Gustav Klimt marked a shift in art in their             
respective nations, having in common that through their art, both of           
them sought to portray the identity of their own country. 
Contemporary Uruguayan visual artist Theic proposes an exchange between two cultures, connecting two cities through               
the stories, portraits, and philosophies. The artists himself gets to know a culture in another hemisphere and, at the same                    
time, recognizes his own by creating an art show in both cities, Vienna (Austria) and Montevideo (Uruguay) at different                   
times of the year. 
Theic invites the audience on a journey to the past where he showcases two classical icon artists in their everyday                    
environments.  
While researching the archives of their art, the artist aims to pay a tribute to both of them, Juan Manuel Blanes and Gustav                       
Klimt. 
 
ABOUT ARTIST 
Theic is the Uruguayan visual artist based in Montevideo. He is dedicated to the large-scale mural paintings, as well as                    
canvas and paper in smaller formats.  
Theic, together with Fitz, are Colectivo Licuado, they work as a team traveling around the world and taking part in street art                      
projects, festivals. They painted murals in Lisbon, Berlin, Santiago de Chile, Buenos Aires, New Delhi, Rome, Vienna and                  
other cities. 
Theic is particularly interested in classical painting, Greek, Egyptian, and Roman mythology. The influence is seen in his                  
work, which is mostly inspired by the technique and concept. 

www.instagram.com/theic_licuado   www.colectivolicuado.com 

 
Vernissage: August 16, 2018, 7 - 10 pm 
Exhibition duration: August 17 until September 8, 2018 
Opening hours: Wednesday - Friday, 3 pm - 7 pm 
Location: Improper Walls. Reindorfgasse 42, 1150 Vienna 

 
Organized and curated by Improper Walls. Kulturverein zur Förderung von Kunst und soziokulturellen Initiativen.  
For more information, images and appointment please contact:  
Justina Speirokaite | justina@improperwalls.com | +43 660 4517466 

improperwalls.com || Reindorfgasse 42, 1150 Vienna || sayhi@improperwalls.com || +43 66045174466 
Twitter @improperwalls | Instagram @improperwalls || Facebook @improperwalls 
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